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Abstract

The Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) Free-Electron
Laser will operate in the wavelength range of 1.5 to 15
Angstroms. Energy loss due to wakefields within the long
undulator can degrade the FEL process by detuning the res-
onant FEL frequency. The wakefields arise from the vac-
uum chamber wall resistivity, its surface roughness, and
abrupt changes in its aperture. For LCLS parameters, the
resistive component is the most critical and depends upon
the chamber material (e.g. Cu) and its radius. To study the
expected performance in the presence of these wakefields,
we make a series of start-to-end simulations with track-
ing codes PARMELA and ELEGANT and time-dependent
FEL simulation codes Genesis 1.3 and Ginger. We discuss
the impact of the wakefield on output energy, spectral band-
width, and temporal envelope of the output FEL pulse, as
well as the benefits of a partial compensation obtained with
a slight z dependent taper in the undulator field. We com-
pare these results to those obtained by decreasing the bunch
charge or increasing the vacuum chamber radius. We also
compare our results to those predicted in concurrent ana-
lytical work.

INTRODUCTION

The Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) is a X-ray
Free-Electron Laser (FEL), currently under construction at
SLAC [1]. It is designed to operate in the wavelength range
of 1.5 – 15 Ångstrom. Unlike alternative designs of X-ray
FELs (e.g.[2]), the gap of the LCLS undulator modules is
fixed and the wavelength is tuned by adjusting the elec-
tron beam energy. The vacuum chamber, which fits be-
tween the undulator poles, has an inner radius of 2.5 mm,
which causes strong undulator wakefields. The change in
the electron energy by these wakefields disrupts the FEL
performance by pushing electrons off-resonance. Because
the wakefields are not constant but depend on the position
along the electron bunch, the effect cannot be compensated
globally by an adjustment of the undulator field (taper).

In this paper we continue the study of the impact of un-
dulator wakefields on the performance of LCLS [4], where
we have extended the model for the wakefields to include
the frequency dependence of the conductivity of the vac-
uum chamber material. The FEL output is optimized by
varying the undulator field taper gradient. We consider two
cases: the standard case with a bunch charge of 1 nC and an
alternative low charge case of 200 pC with reduced wake-
fields and a more stable operation of the machine [3].

START-END SIMULATIONS AND
WAKEFIELD MODEL

The performance of the LCLS Free-Electron Laser is
modeled with a set of specialized simulation codes. The
beam dynamics in the rf photo injector and the initial stage
of accelerations is done with PARMELA . The phase space
distribution is then imported into ELEGANT, which tracks
the electron beam through the main linac to the undula-
tor, including the two bunch compressors and the linac-
undulator transport line, preceding the undulator. The co-
herent synchrotron radiation effects during compression
are modeled with an analytical model within ELEGANT.
The two time-dependent FEL codes GINGER and GENE-
SIS 1.3 then calculate the evolution of the FEL pulse, based
on the electron beam phase space distribution of the ELE-
GANT output. For this study, misalignment or errors of
beamline components in the injector, linac and undulator
are excluded.

Both FEL codes support undulator wakefields and have
been used for previous studies of wakefield effects within
the LCLS undulator. However the underlying wakefield
model for the simulations has been extended to include
the AC component of the resistive wall wakefields [5],
which adds a larger contribution to the total wakefields
for a Cu vacuum chamber than for an Al chamber. Thus
the former result of wakefield simulations, that Cu is the
preferred choice for the vacuum chamber, became ques-
tionable. With the accurate model, the simulation results
should yield a more definite answer.

A new aspect in these wakefield simulations is the partial
compensation of wakefields by a slight linear taper of the
undulator field [6]. With negligible wakefield amplitudes a
slight increase in the undulator field strength can yield an
enhancement of the FEL power by up to 100 percent. For
convenience, the strength of the field taper is expressed by
the equivalent energy loss, for which the resonance condi-
tion is kept preserved by the taper.

THE STANDARD CASE

In the improved wakefield model, the frequency depen-
dence of the conductivity is included. Compared to for-
mer results [4] a large contribution is added to the wake
fields for copper by the frequency dependence of the con-
ductivity. The changes in the wakefields for aluminum are
negligible. The accurate wake potential for both materials
are shown in Fig. 1. The AC wake introduces an oscilla-
tion of the wake potential over the main body of the bunch,
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Figure 1: Current profile and undulator wakefields (left and
right plot, respectively) for a 1 nC electron bunch charge.

which is damped along the bunch more slowly than the re-
sistive wake potential for aluminum. Therefore copper is
no longer preferred as the material of choice because the
wake potential is not flat over the main body of the bunch
and cannot be fully compensated by a field taper.

The degradation in the FEL output energy is strong for
both materials (0.9 mJ for aluminum and 0.8 mJ for cop-
per compared to 2 mJ in the case when wakefields are ex-
cluded). Undulator tapering recovers the energy degrada-
tion but does not improve the performance beyond 2 mJ
output power. The optimum taper is 200 keV/m for alu-
minum and 300 keV/m for copper with a rather large toler-
ance (±50keV/m).

Even after the optimization for both materials the radi-
ation pulse envelope is strongly distorted for the case of
wakefields and field taper while it is smooth and continu-
ous in the ideal case of excluded wakefields. Varying the
field taper will change the envelope but the general fact re-
mains that the pulse is split up into three or four fragments
(Fig. 2). This breakup is caused by the oscillation in the
wakefield whose amplitude is larger than the FEL tolerance
of about 100 keV/m, yielding a more continuous power en-
velope. Because the wake potential for aluminum is almost
constant in the tail of the electron bunch (as seen in the
range of 0 fs to 70 fs in the right plot of Fig. 1) it reduces
the impact of fragmentation so that at least the last half of
the FEL pulse envelope is continuous and uniform in am-
plitude.

The resistive wall wakefield has a R−2 dependence on

Figure 2: Radiation pulse envelope at the undulator exit for
a copper vacuum chamber and various degrees of undulator
field taper.

the vacuum chamber radius R, but in order to increase the
radius the gap of the undulator has to be increased as well.
This increase yields a reduction in the undulator parame-
ter and the electron beam energy to preserve the resonance
condition. The partial benefit of a larger gap is compen-
sated by a lower beam power and the output energy of
LCLS remains almost constant for a chamber radius from
2.5 mm to 5 mm [7]. Another solution is to change the vac-
uum chamber aperture to an elliptical cross section with a
large aspect ratio. In the limit of two parallel plates the
amplitude of the resistive wakefield is reduced by the fac-
tor π2/16 [8]. Although the maximum amplitude of the
wake potential lies still outside of the FEL tolerance of 100
keV/m, the smaller wakefields reduce the fragmentation of
the FEL pulse, in particular in the case of aluminum.

THE LOW CHARGE CASE

A reduction in the electron bunch charge improves the
FEL performance [3]. The electron beam brightness is in-
creased due to the smaller spot size of the driver laser at the
cathode of the rf photo-injector, reducing the contribution
of the thermal emittance. It also allows for a more robust
operation of the injector and linac, because, first, the impact
of collective effects (e.g. CSR in the bunch compressor or
wakefields in the rf structures) is reduced and, second, the
energy chirp over the shorter bunch length becomes more
linear and thus improves the efficiency of the bunch com-
pressor.

With low charge, the current profile at the undulator en-
trance lacks the initial spike of the high charge case. This
feature and the lower current of about 2.5 kA reduce the
transient in the wake potential by more than 50% (see
Fig. 3). The shape of the wake potential is similar for both
chamber materials and consists mainly out of one mini-
mum. The length of the transient is comparable to the total
bunch length, which then should yield a good efficiency in
compensating the wakefields by an undulator field taper.

The GINGER results are shown in Fig. 4 and they verify
the assumption of an improved performance for a lower
bunch charge. The degradation of the FEL energy is 90%
if no compensation for the wakefields is applied. However
a field taper, which preserves the resonance condition for
an energy loss of 200 keV/m, completely recovers the FEL
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Figure 3: Current profile and undulator wakefields (left and
right plot, respectively) for a 200 pC electron bunch charge.
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Figure 4: Ginger results for the 200 pC case and various
degrees of undulator field taper.

performance with a slight enhancement, compared to the
low charge reference case which excludes all wakefields.
The optimum performance is found for an equivalent field
taper of 300 keV/m. The energy of the radiation pulse is
1.6 mJ, corresponding to 1.2·1012 photons at a wavelength
of 1.5 Ångstrom, about twice as much as for the low charge
reference case. This agrees with the optimal taper of 150
keV/m [6] to double the output power of the FEL, after a
value of 150 keV/m has been subtracted to compensate for
the average energy loss by the wakefields. The difference
in the chamber material is negligible as expected from the
similarity in the wake potential.

Another improvement in the FEL performance is that a
compensating field taper avoids the fragmentation of the
power envelope as it is the case for the 1nC bunch charge.
This smooth profile is an essential requirement for ad-
vanced configuration such as chirped pulse amplification
or pulse slicing [9].

CODE COMPARISON

The agreement between GINGER and GENESIS is quite
good, except that GENESIS shows systematically a lower
radiation energy than GINGER (see Fig. 5) by about 30%.
Relative parameters (e.g. gain length, saturation length or
the efficiency of undulator field taper) are not affected by
the difference in the absolute energy and therefore show ex-
cellent agreement. The difference may be explained by the
fact that GINGER is a 2D code while GENESIS is 3D. Due
to the different grid typologies grid points are weighted in
the same manner in the codes even with the same grid spac-
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Figure 5: Comparison of the results by GINGER and GEN-
ESIS for the 200 pC bunch charge case.

ing. GENESIS supports a much larger number of modes
that can couple with the electron beam and alter the FEL
performance. In addition the reconstruction from the ELE-
GANT phase space output as well as the calculation of the
effective wake potential could have yield slightly different
results.

CONCLUSIONS

With the updated model for start-end simulation, includ-
ing the frequency-dependence of the conductivity in the re-
sistive wall wake fields, the FEL output energy is similar
for both chamber materials at a bunch charge of 1 nC and
the optimized taper of the undulator field, with a slightly
better performance for aluminum. The losses in the output
energy by wakefields can be compensated by a taper in the
undulator field. With optimum taper and aluminum as the
choice for the chamber material the FEL pulse has an out-
put energy of 2 mJ, corresponding to 1.6·1012 photons at
1.5 Å. Both materials yield a strong oscillation of the wake
potential along the bunch, which causes the fragmentation
of the FEL pulse into multiple sub-pulses. However this os-
cillation is damped stronger for aluminum with an almost
constant value of the wake potential over the last part of
the bunch. Therefore the pulse has fewer fragments if alu-
minum is used and the core of the electron bunch amplifies
the spontaneous radiation more uniformly. This feature is
essential for further pulse manipulations such as pulse slic-
ing or compression.

Operating at a lower charge of 200 pC improves not only
the stability of the machine (see [3]) but reduces the undu-
lator wakefields. The profile of the wake potential is similar
for copper and aluminum and can be completely compen-
sated by field taper. The FEL profile envelope is continuous
and smooth. The photon count of 1.2·1012 is only reduced
by 25 % for the low-charge case, as compared to a 80 % re-
duction in the electron charge. For the sake of a stable op-
eration and the processing of the FEL pulse (e.g. slicing of
a chirped pulse) the low charge case is strongly preferred.
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